Award for Excellence in Extension and Outreach
Form AEEO-1
Deadline: January 15th

Name:
Address:
Email:

Advisor(s):

------------------------------------Do not write below line---------------------------------

Assessment: Please only use integers for scoring. Assign a ‘Final Rank’ for each packet relative to all other packets you are judging. The packet with the highest ‘Total score’ would be assigned a rank of ‘1’, the highest possible rank. If two or more packets have equal ‘Total scores’, re-judge equal packets and reassign Final Ranks. Examine all packets prior to assigning points.

1) Quality of CV. / contribution of extension and outreach to applicant’s CV. (Rank 1-4, 4 highest)

Relative to other CVs in this consideration group, has this applicant regularly contributed in the area of extension and outreach during their time as a member of ESO at the university?

Score: _________

2) Quality of Cover Letter (Rank 1-4, 4 highest)

Does this Cover Letter clearly explain the significance of the extension and outreach contributions by the applicant?

Score: _________

Total score: _________

Final Rank: _________
(ex. 1 of 3 evaluated)